Abstract. According to the problem that firefly algorithm converges slowly, easily falls into local optimum value and cannot acquire solutions exactly for solving the multimodal function, a self-adaptive firefly algorithm was proposed through analysis and research. In this new algorithm, parameter γ and parameter α are self-adaptive, rather than constant. The experimental results of four standard test functions show that this new method is superior to firefly algorithm in convergence and computational precision.
Introduction
All Swarm intelligence optimization is a bionic algorithm, which can simulate evolution. It was abstracted from the law of population cooperation. It provides a new way to solve the complicated optimization problems by taking advantage of the group and simulating the process of animal' s foraging or information interaction between individuals. Due to the characteristics of simple operation, high efficiency and strong stability, swarm intelligence optimization algorithm has been applied to many fields, such as neural network training [1] , image processing [2] , data mining [3] , and so on. Particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization [4] are more commonly used swarm intelligence algorithm.
Firefly algorithm (FA) is an optimization algorithm based on population search, which is proposed by Yang [5] , a Cambridge scholar. The idea comes from that fireflies glow in the nature, and each firefly will follow others which are brighter than itself in the range of vision.
Although FA has been applied to many fields, there are some defects [6] , such as slow convergence speed and low accuracy of solving. In this paper, the basic firefly algorithm is analyzed, and a self-adaptive firefly algorithm (SAFA) is proposed. In this new algorithm, parameter γ (light absorption coefficient) and parameter α(step factor) are improved. At last, the new algorithm' s performance is tested through four standard multimodal functions.
Firefly Algorithm
Bionic Principle. In nature, many kinds of fireflies can emit rhythmical and short fluorescence. The biological significance of this fluorescence may be attracting the opposite sex, helping to hunt, or as a warning signal. In FA, the biological significance of fluorescence is abandoned, and making the following assumptions [7] .
1. All fireflies are regarded as the same gender, and they will be attracted to follow brighter fireflies. 2. For any two fireflies, the firefly whose brightness is weaker will move to the other. The brightness is inversely proportional to the distance.
3. If the firefly is the brightest one in the range of vision, it will move randomly. In FA, there are two important factors. One is the brightness, and the other is attractiveness. Attraction between fireflies depends on the two factors. The brightness depends on the target, and the target depends on the location of the firefly. The stronger brightness represents the better target. Fireflies move to stronger brightness, which means the target becomes better and better. The attractiveness is related to the brightness. The brightness is stronger, and the attractiveness is stronger.
The both factors are inversely proportional to the distance. This simulates the attenuation characteristic in the process of the fluorescence transmission.
The bionic principle of FA is that: 1) points in the search space are simulated as firefly individuals, 2) the function value of the point is simulated as the brightness of firefly, 3) the process of search and optimization is simulated as the process of attraction and movement between fireflies. Mathematical Description. There are two factors in FA, which are the brightness and the attractiveness. The brightness determines the moving direction of fireflies. And the attractiveness determines the moving distance. As iteration going, fireflies whose brightness is weaker will close to the others whose brightness is stronger constantly. Finally, most fireflies will be gathered around the brightest one. The brightness of the brightest firefly is the optimal solution of question. The following is mathematical description [8] .
Step 1 Initialization. In FA, n represents the number of fireflies in the search space, β 0 represents the biggest attractiveness, γ represents light absorption coefficient, α represents step factor, and MaxGeneration represents the number of iterations. They will be initialized at the beginning of the experiment. I 0 represents the biggest brightness of each of fireflies, and it will be initialized the function value f(x).
Step 2 Calculate the distance between the firefly i and the firefly j.
.
In the formula, X i represents the location of the firefly i, X j represents the location of the firefly j, and R ij is the distance.
Step 3 Calculate the attractiveness between the firefly i and the firefly j.
Step 4 Update the location of firefly If the brightness of the firefly i is weaker than the brightness of the firefly j, i will be close to j. On the contrary, j will be close to i. Take the first case for example. Then the location of i will change as follows:
In the formula, the first part represents the location of the firefly i when number of iterations is t. The second part reflects the information sharing between fireflies. Random step is set in the third part to avoid falling into a local optimum. α represents step factor.
Step 5 The brightest firefly flies randomly. In one iteration, the brightest firefly will fly randomly as follows.
In the formula, X b (t) is global optimum location when number of iterations is t. The firefly which at the global optimum location will fly randomly. X b (t+1) represents the location of the firefly next iteration.
Step 6 If the given iteration number or precision is reached, the algorithm will stops; otherwise, t=t+1, go to step 2.
Algorithm Analysis and Improvement
In this paper, light absorption coefficient and step factor are also improved, and a new algorithm is proposed, named self-adaptive firefly algorithm (SAFA). Improve Parameter γ. For the basic firefly algorithm, parameter γ (light absorption coefficient) shows that the brightness of fluorescence varies with transmission distance and media. The value of parameter γ is in the interval [0.01,100], it is set a fixed value usually. It can be seen from the above formula (2) that when the distance between the firefly i and j is very long, e -Rij2 will be close to zero, and β will be close to zero too. Then the formula (3) will change to the formula (5) .
It can be seen that when the distance between the firefly i and j is very long, the attraction between them is negligible. At this time, the firefly i will fly around itself randomly. It will lead to FA' s search results become worse and the convergence rate become slower.
In order to solve the problem, parameter γ is improved. It is no longer a fixed value, but can adaptively adjust according to the distance. The improved parameter γ is as follows.
In this formula, R b is the optimal location, R w is the worst location, R i is the current location of the firefly i, ||R b -R w || is the distance between the optimal location and the worst location, ||R b -Ri || is the distance between the optimal location and the current location. Because e Combining formula (2) and (6), a very important point can be known. If the distance between groups is long, parameter γ will be small to ensure the attractiveness. When the distance becomes shorter, the value of parameter γ will become larger to enhance the ability of global search. Parameter γ is self-adaptive through this improvement, and it can adjust according to the distance. Improve Parameter α. For the basic firefly algorithm, parameter α (step factor) is usually set a fixed value between 0 and 1. If the value is large, the ability of global search will be strong, but it's possible to skip the global optimum because the step is too large. This will reduce the search accuracy. If the value is small, the ability of local search will be strong, but it will reduce the convergence speed. Obviously, the use of a fixed step does not meet the needs of the actual calculation process. In order to balance the relationship between global search and local search, parameter α is improved by using self-adaptive step.
The value of can adjust according to the number of iterations. At the beginning of the iteration, the value of parameter α is larger to keep strong ability of global search. With the iteration going on, the value becomes smaller to enhance the ability of local search. The improved parameter α is as follows. 
In this formula, t represents the current number of iterations, MaxGeneration represents the maximum number of iterations. It is obvious that step factor decreases with the iteration going on. In the iterative process, the global searching ability is gradually weakened, and the local searching ability is gradually strengthened, which is helpful to find the global optimal solution.
Simulation Results and Analysis
In order to test the performance of SAFA, four standard test functions are selected to do the simulation experiment. Then, compare SAFA with FA about experimental results. Experiment Operation Platform. The operating environment of the experiment: processor is Intel Core i3-5010U, RAM is 8GB, operating system is Windows7, and Simulation environment is Matlab R2014a. Experiment Parameters Setting. The number of fireflies n=80, light absorption coefficient γ=1.0, the biggest attractiveness β 0 =1.0, step factor α=0.2, the maximum number of iterations MaxGeneration=100. In SAFA, γ 0 =0.5. Standard Test Functions. In the experiment, four standard functions [9] are selected to test, in order to verify the performance of SAFA in solving the global optimum of multimodal function. 
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The global minimum is -2. The global minimum is 0. Experiment Results. The best value, the worst value, the mean value and the standard deviation are obtained by testing f1(x)~f4(x) independently for 20 times. The experimental data is shown in the table 1. It is clearly seen the comparison between SAFA and FA. In these data, the mean value reflects the accuracy of the solution, and the standard deviation reflects the stability of the algorithm.Since these test functions have a global minimum, the closer to the minimum means the higher solution accuracy. The smaller the standard deviation is, the more stable the algorithm is. Results Analysis. From table 1, it can be seen that compared with FA, the solution value of SAFA is closer to the standard value, so SAFA is superior to FA in solving precision. The standard deviation of SAFA is lower than that of FA, so the stability of SAFA is stronger.In Fig.1~Fig .4, the curve shows that functions converge faster by using SAFA. So convergence of SAFA is stronger too.
Conclusions
A self-adaptive firefly algorithm (SAFA) is proposed to solve the problem that the convergence speed is slow and the precision is not high enough when multimodal function is solved by firefly algorithm (FA). The new algorithm use self-adaptive light absorption coefficient which can adjust itself according to the distance to keep the good communication between groups and improve the ability of group cooperation. The step factor can adjust according to the number of iterations. It decreases with the increase of iteration number. At the beginning of the iteration, step factor is larger to keep higher ability of global search. In the latter part if the iteration, step factor is smaller to enhance the ability of local search. Simulation results show that SAFA is superior to FA in accuracy and convergence speed.
